
Group Dynamics  
 

 

 

Group Type: Play/Peer Group 
A Play/Peer Group is a non-productive group which benefits the individual by encouraging 

self-expression. Cooperation, learning, helping, and enjoyment are the themes of such groups.  

Status is gained from one's social abilities and the demonstration of the capacity to care for 

others. In our modern lives these are groups of casual friends, as well as groups formed for the 

pursuit of a common interest, such as studying something. Loosely bonded, members drifting in 

and out of the group without drama, and the avoidance of strong emotions, are the hallmarks of a 

Play/Peer Group.  Friendships that form in a Play/Peer Group may eventually create Family 

Groups, as emotional bonds, and the mutual expectation of emotional support, deepen. Peers 

may decide to work together and thus form Gathering Groups; or the Peer group may put 

together a basketball team and thus develop as a Hunting Party. For Play/Peer Groups are the 

seeding areas from which we form other types of group. 

 

Charts Included in Search: 

1. Person 1 27 Sep 1977, EDT +4:00, 6:11 pm, 39N57 08 075W09 51 Philadelphia, PA 

2 Person 2; 15 Dec 1970, CST +6:00, 6:00 am, 30N16 01 097W44 34 Austin, TX 

3. Person 3; 24 Nov 1971, MST +7:00, 12:16 pm, 36N24 26 105W34 21 Taos, NM 

Total Charts: 3 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Probably the single most important ingredient in the success of the human race is our ability to 

work in groups. This ability is part of our evolution for, by forming family groups we managed 

to evolve and become the dominate species on this small planet. So deeply embedded in our 

chromosomes is this group-forming reflex that it has become the unconsciously-assumed base of 

human life.  However, we are not a herding animal. We prefer not to relinquish our individuality 

when we socialise, and because of this need to feel personally unique and different from others, 

while pursuing with them common goals, understanding and feeling comfortable within our 

groupings is paramount. In sum, we form groups of individuals who cooperate together.  We 

form tribes.  

 

Within a tribe there will be sub-groups, each group serving some purpose in the individual 

survival of all members of the tribe, for what is good for all the individuals will be good for the 

tribe. Although human cultures are these days more sophisticated, and most of us consider 

ourselves to be civilised in ways inconceivable to our cave-dwelling ancestors, those early 

instincts are still with us and are reflected in both our deep need to function in groups, and in the 

very nature of the groups that we form. Working astrologically with groups, therefore, requires 

firstly an understanding of the nature of the group under consideration, and secondly, a 

sensitivity of judgement about whether the resulting astrology reflects the inherent (unconscious) 

intent, and supports the activity, of that group.  



 

Each person will bring their birth-chart to the group, and each birth-chart consists of planets, 

luminaries, angles and midpoints. A single birth-chart can have up to 100 points that it can 

contribute to the group. So, in a group of, say, six people, there will be about 600 points in all. 

From that potent mix of midpoints and planets, patterns will form and solidify, like crystals in a 

super-saturated solution. When a pattern is formed it becomes a dominant theme in the group. If 

the group activity is consonant with this pattern, then all is well.  However, if the group 

objectives are not supported by such a pattern, then the group will develop internal conflicts, 

which will probably result in the group's dissolution.  Thus the potential of a group to fulfil its 

purpose is governed by the astrological patterns formed by that group. If the pattern supports the 

type of group formed, then all will be well. If, however, the pattern is contrary to the group's 

purposes, the group will be ostensibly one type of group, but internally driven to try to function 

as a quite different type of group. A Family, for example, trying to perform as a Tribal Elder 

Group; or a sports team (Hunting Group) turning into a Play/Peer Group.  

 

So groups are very risky business, yet we are born into them, live in them, work in them and 

socialise in them.  If they go wrong, they can cause us major personal problems, bring us anger 

and frustration, and cause job or career loss. And, in the final analysis, a wrongly-functioning 

group can even cause wars. Conversely, a well-functioning group can smooth and enrich the 

lives of all the individuals served by it.  

 

The following report is an analysis of the particular patterns that are within the group being 

investigated. 

 

 

Introducing Your Group 

 

Sign Emphasis 
Sign Scores for all midpoints: 

Sagittarius 50; Scorpio 47; Capricorn 36; Libra 35; Virgo 30; Leo 18; Aquarius 18; Pisces 10; 

Cancer 9; Aries 7; Gemini 7; Taurus 6 

 

Strongest Sign 

Sagittarius: The sign brought to prominence by the zodiac position of all the combined planets 

and midpoints in this Play/Peer group is Sagittarius.  

 

This group is going to seek personal freedom and adventure at every possible opportunity. For 

the essence of the group is the desire to encounter new things, to explore new options - 

physically, mentally, or even spiritually. As this group comes together, they generate a collective 

enthusiasm for life, which escalates - so that each member becomes more risk-taking, more 

adventurous, and a little more reckless in their life. The shadow side of this could be a group of 

friends who tend towards excesses - excesses in food and wine, excesses in spending, excesses of 

any sort, legal or illegal. If this is a group of students, they will share a real love and enthusiasm 

for the subject of their study, motivating themselves as well as others. Such a group of students 

will be inspired and enthusiastic, and therefore quite successful. Whatever its constituency, the 

nature of this group is to look for excitement and enthusiasm, and the one thing they will dislike 



is any form of drudgery, or too much responsibility. If you are a member of this group, enjoy the 

parties, enjoy the enthusiasm and the motivation that this group can give you, but do not expect 

consistency. In addition, do not necessarily expect these friends to stand beside you when the 

going is hard, unexciting and full of drudgery. For this is a fair-weather, joyful, adventurous and 

exploring group of friends. Enjoy them for these gifts - and enjoy them while you can. 

 

House Emphasis 
House Scores for all midpoints: 

7th 28; 10th 26; 11th 25; 6th 21; 1st 20; 12th 20; 8th 16; 9th 14; 2nd 9; 3rd 7; 4th 7; 5th 5 

 

Strongest House 

7th House: The House brought to prominence by the diurnal position of all the combined planets 

and midpoints in this Play/Peer Group is the 7th House.  

 

This Play/Peer Group can take many different forms and shapes. In one form it is a group that 

has originally come together as strangers, in the hope of forming friendships or more personal 

relationships. Although this group's activities may ostensibly entail studying, or general 

socialising, its real theme is about meeting new people. It is really a kind of singles club. If this is 

not understood to start with, it will soon become apparent, for even if they are a group of 

students who decide to work together and help each other study, deep friendships or intermittent 

relationships will inevitably form among the members. On the other hand, the seventh house can 

be quite competitive and, although this is Play/Peer Group, a competitive team could start to 

develop, and this may transform the group into a Hunting Party competing in, say, some kind of 

sport. Yet another way the house emphasis could manifest is in the subjects studied by the group 

of students: if, for example, they are studying history (which concerns trade and warfare), or 

anthropology (concerning human relationships), they are studying seventh house issues. 

However the house emphasis works, this Play/Peer Group is an excellent environment for 

forming friendships and alliances. 

 

 

Each Person's Role in the Group 

 
Each person in the group, via their birth-chart will contribute a planet or point. Or, we can think 

of it as each group will form a connection to the individuals within the group via a particular 

planet or point in each person's birth-chart.   By being aware of what the group is asking from, 

and possibly also provoking in the individual, then that person's role in the group can be more 

completely understood. Thus the group asks the person to show a particular side of their 

personality; a particular part of their chart,  if this is comfortable for that person, then all is well, 

but if it is not, then the result will be stress and tension - for that person and for the group. 

 

 

Role Pattern 1 
 

Number of Charts: 3;  Number of Hits: 6 

Pattern Harmonic: 7th;  Vacant Points: 1 



The seventh harmonic is one of passion and obsession and, as Michael Harding says in the book 

Working with Astrology (Arkana 1990, page 225), the seventh harmonic "has the potential to 

both inspire and ensnare". A group combined by this pattern will have an emotional intensity, a 

slight touch of neurosis, or will hover on the edge of obsession, and from this precarious position 

they will gain inspiration. If this is a family, the members of this group will be interwoven in a 

web full of power-plays, and held together by a psychic and spiritual links, and they will both 

love and hate each other in the same breath. In any other type of group, if they can hang in there 

long enough together as a team, they can experience a virtually divine inspiration, but the day to 

day business of the group may prove to be difficult. Passionate and highly creative, but never 

emotionally stable. 

 

Mars is contributed by: 

 

2. Person 1 at 05°Sc35' (Orb 1°05') 

The Mars-person is the noisy individual who may have been the catalyst for the formation of the 

group. Motivated and enthusiastic, this person will prod the others to engage in different 

activities. Whether this is a group of friends or students, this member will have little regard for 

the emotional bonds in the group, preferring an atmosphere of either highly motivated 

study-patterns or highly motivated recreational activity. It is important to recognise that it is the 

group that stimulates this person's Mars; because the group unconsciously asks this individual to 

motivate them or provoke them. So although they may be seen as pushy, loud and even 

trouble-making, they are the group's prime mover in terms of achieving its common goals. 

Therefore, if the members realise this, and allow the Mars-person to motivate them, they can 

only benefit. 

 

Midheaven is contributed by: 

 

2. Person 1 at 14°Vi46' (Orb 0°29') 

The Midheaven-person will maintain some independence from the group, being involved in 

some, but not all, of the group meetings or social events, due to their work commitments or 

lifestyle. They may be seen by the group as the most successful member, or the member with the 

highest personal profile in their career, or the member who has the greatest recognition or fame. 

In this capacity they can help other members with their studies or careers, through advice or as a 

role model. What they gain from the group is a sense of self-confidence, as a result of being 

appreciated by the group, and having their opinions treated with respect. In a quiet way, the 

Midheaven-person needs this group of friends just as much as the friends value their insights, 

and air of independence. 

 

The Moon is contributed by: 

 

2. Person 1 at 24°Cn08' (Orb 0°17') 

1. Person 2 at 11°Ar33' (Orb 0°34') 

3. Person 3 at 20°Aq38' (Orb 1°05') 

The Moon-person in a Play/Peer group will be the one who is empathic to the other members, 

and their role in the group is to facilitate emotional interaction among the members. This person, 

by whatever method, reminds all the individuals of their emotional connections and the 



importance of these connections. They may achieve this by caring, providing food, offering the 

place to "play" and hosting the group, or even by being very emotionally needy, moody and 

dependent.  However, by allowing and encouraging this person to fulfil the positive side of this 

role, that of helping and nurturing the other members, the more desperate, emotionally 

manipulative, use of the Moon energy can be avoided, with the result that the whole group will 

feel emotionally and physically supported and secure. 

 

Saturn is contributed by: 

 

3. Person 3 at 03°Ge07' (Orb 0°42') 

The Saturn-person of a Play/Peer group will be the member who keeps the group together, 

arranging social events, organising study schedules if this is a group of students, and generally 

being the rock or the pillar around which the group builds itself. They may also be the oldest, or 

the wisest, but most importantly they are the group's organiser. Alternatively, they may be the 

friend who is less able to deal with the world, so the others in the group feel responsible for this 

member. Whatever the expression, Saturn is concrete, material, and formative, and when a 

person contributes their Saturn to a group, they become instrumental in the actual physical 

existence of the group. What they seek in return is respect, and only if this is not given will they 

demonstrate dictatorial behaviour.  Any Play/Peer group which has a Saturn member will have 

endurance, and will probably stay in existence for many years, so a wise group knows that its 

Saturn member is a very precious gift. 

 

 

This pattern has a Vacant Point at 28°Sg07' 

When a pattern is nearly formed the last vacant point is like a magnet. The group or family will 

attract others whose charts fill the vacant point, or events will occur at transits to this point.  

Such new members, whose birth-charts fill the vacant point in a pattern will feel they belong in 

the group and fit in easily.  Also events connected to the group will happen on transits to this 

vacant point. The day the Hunting Party wins the trophy or in families the date of the birth or 

death of a member, will tend to focus and fill in the vacant point. Watch this point carefully, it is 

very sensitive to transits. 

 

 

How Your Group Works 

 
The Midpoint search shows what energy the group is working with. This is the theme of the 

group, what is created when these people come together.  Success, laughter, tears, intellect, 

possessiveness  - what will come out of the mixture of these people?  And does this help the 

group's conscious purpose, or is it contradictory to the collective intention?  In other words, the 

question that is answered by the midpoint pattern is: will the group be successful or fail?  The 

ideal is compatibility between the midpoint pattern and the group's desires. 

 

No single pattern was found that fits the group better than many other patterns. Therefore, it is 

likely that a number of different group dynamics will be working concurrently in this group. 

 



 

Conclusion 
 

The patterns in this report are the most complete or the ones which contain the most members of 

the group. However, there may well be other complete patterns of sub-groups which may also be 

very active and important. You can, if you desire, find these additional patterns by running 

manual searches in the family module. You can then ask Jigsaw to delineate these additional 

patterns. 

 

 

Report Text (C) Copyright 1998.  

 

The author of the text is Bernadette Brady, who is a Fellow of the Federation of Australian 

Astrologers. She is co-principle of Astro Logos, one of Australia's largest astrological schools 

dedicated to the education and qualification of practising astrologers. Apart from co-authoring 

JigSaw, her other publications are: The Eagle and the Lark: a Textbook of Predictive Astrology 

(Weisers 1992) and Brady's Book of Fixed Stars, (Weisers 1998). She has won three different 

Southern Cross Awards; Excellence in the Spoken and Written work (1992), Research (1996) 

and Education (1998) awarded to Astro Logos.  She has also lectured throughout Australia and 

extensively overseas. 


